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Project description:

Within the Swiss Permafrost Monitoring Network PERMOS, the Stockhorn plateau
represents the highest monitoring site (3410 m a.s.l.) and one of the two sites with
deep (100 m) permafrost boreholes within the network. It is thus a very important site
for the observation of permafrost evolution at high elevations.
The Stockhorn plateau is located between the Gornergrat and the Stockhorn summit
separating the steep and glacier-covered northern rock face from the non-glaciated
and gently inclined south face. Significant amounts of ground ice could be observed
in large ice-filled cracks during construction works of a new ski lift in summer 2007.
In summer 2000 two boreholes (100 m and 30 m deep) have been drilled on the
plateau for regular subsurface temperature logging, and a meteorological station was
installed to complement the information by air temperature, wind speed and direction,
incoming and outgoing long- and shortwave radiation, humidity and snow height.
In addition, a permanent 2D geoelectrical profile (Electrical Resistivity Tomography,
ERT) was installed from the northern edge of the plateau in north-south direction 96
m to the south in summer 2005. The profile covers an investigation depth of about 1520 m. The aim is a long-term observation of temporal changes in the ground ice and
liquid water content of the subsurface in response to climate change. This is possible
by relating the change in measured electrical resistivities to freeze and thaw
processes, as liquid water in the pore space of the subsurface material serves as
electric conductor, whereas it acts as electric isolator in frozen state, causing much
higher resistivities than unfrozen material.
After five years of manual and therefore sporadic geoelectric measurements on
Stockhorn plateau, we installed an automatic geoelectrical monitoring system in
summer 2010, which in principle allows the measurement of the 2D resistivity
distribution with a daily resolution, and helps to understand the observed resistivity
changes as a function of seasonal processes. The automated monitoring system was
developed in collaboration with Geolog/Germany and is installed at the permafrost
station at Stockhorn, but remotely controlled via direct antenna link from Gornergrat
research station. As physical access to the Stockhorn plateau is logistically
complicated (2 hours one-way from Gornergrat) and unsafe in difficult weather and
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snow conditions, the remote access via Gornergrat greatly facilitates system tests and
the operational monitoring.
After installation and set up of the new instrument in summer/autumn 2010 first test
series were finished 2011. These tests showed satisfying results regarding the new
geoelectrical system, however, the remote control was – and still is - severely affected
through electromagnetic interference from a still unknown source. Extensive tests and
surveys among the institutions utilizing the surrounding antennae systems on
Gornergrat could not yet identify the source of interference. Further tests are currently
in progress aiming at the improvement of the signal strength of the antennae.
However, this problem strongly retarded the beginning of the operational automatic
geoelectrical monitoring on Stockhorn plateau.
In addition to the (intended) remotely controlled geoelectrical measurements, seismic
and further geoelectrical validation measurements were conducted in summer 2011
on Stockhorn plateau. Figure 1 shows the resulting inversion models illustrating the
electrical resistivity distribution along a 120m transect with the 100m permafrost
borehole at its centre. Together with the seismic P-wave velocity results these data
can be combined within the so-called 4-phase model (Hauck et al. 2008) to estimate
the ice and liquid water contents of the subsurface. This work is currently in progress
within a master thesis at the Department of Geosciences of the University of Fribourg
(S. Dängeli).
In a second (completed) master thesis E. Rosset used the first geoelectrical
monitoring data from Stockhorn to develop an automated and site-independent data
filter for A-ERT measurements. The filter automatically detects probable
measurement errors by analyzing the spatial resistivity distribution, the absolute
values of the electrical raw data as well as the statistical properties of the data set.
This new filter routine which was specifically developed for the new A-ERT system
will be presented in a scientific paper which is currently in preparation for Annals of
Glaciology.

Figure 1. ERT inversion model along the Stockhorn plateau (W to E) showing
specific electrical resistivity in a 2-dimensional cross-section. High resistivity values
(blue) correspond to higher ice contents within a more-weathered surface layer,
reduced resistivities (green/yellow) correspond to low-porosity but still frozen
bedrock below.
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Internet data bases:

www.permos.ch;
Collaborating partners/networks:

Permafrost Monitoring Switzerland (www.permos.ch)
FNS-Sinergia project TEMPS
(http://www.unifr.ch/geoscience/geographie/acag/doku.php?id=projects:temps)
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